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Graphic Design
Illustration

Calendar Series
“Cala Lilies” was reproduced digitally in
Illustrator based on my original watercolor
painting.

The following Calendar Series represent a 2005 collection edition.

Calendar Series
“Osaka Cherry Blossoms” was produced in
Illustrator from a digital photo taken in Japan
during the Cherry Blossom Festival while visiting
Osaka.
Each tree was given a specific tag with a
commemorative poetic stanza or symbolic
notation. Great care had been taken to preserve
the beauty of the branches through years of careful
pruning and arbor care to encourage blossoms.

Calendar Series
“Springtime Cherry Blossoms” was also
produced in Illustrator from a digital photo taken
in Japan during the Cherry Blossom Festival while
visiting Osaka.
The illustration represents a variation on the
original illustration ‘Japan’s Osaka Cherry Blossoms’.
The piece represents a change in season when the
cherry blossoms dwindle and the festivities along
with the throngs of visitors wane.

Calendar Series
“Anatomy College Sketches” represents a
combination of scanning an art sketch with the
addition of curled embellishments in Illustrator.
The original artwork was created in pastels
taken from a live modelling Fine Arts class in
Brisbane, Australia.
Anatomical studies of muscles and the
mechanical ‘blocking’ of bone and flesh was used
to create more lifelike renderings of the subject.

Calendar Series
“Iris Arise”, was created from an original
watercolor painting. The challenge of recreating
a more colorful and contrasting piece was
inspirational for use of bold colors against a stark
‘night black’ background. The greatest challenge
during this project was the creation of gradients to
reproduce the look of floral petals.
Stark bright night lighting also created a
challenge with the absence of a soft global light
source.

Calendar Series
“Christmas Poinsettias” was an Illustrator piece
using multi gradients with one global indoor light
source. The digital photo was taken outdoors and
adjustments were made to create a suitable indoor
lighting situation.
The wood grain desk effect was added
freehand to create background interest.

Calendar Series
“Shells and Jellies” was produced in Illustrator
with a single imaginary shell as a focal point. The
shell (far left) was sliced, scaled and reproduced
and added to the shoreline and ocean. The effects
of translucent images of water, bubbles and a
feather ‘floating’ at the water line create an illusion
of liquid space.

Calendar Series
“Japanese Tea Ceremony” was created in
Illustrator. Drop shadows and gradient elements
were used to create reflection and lighting effects.
The Japanese characters on the door were
added to suggest stamped artwork.

Calendar Series
“Invitation to Paradise” was created freehand
without an image source, using both Illustrator
and Photoshop.
A Photoshop-created gradient background
afforded a colorful backdrop to stage several semitransparent ‘velum’ look envelopes containing
invitations to an island paradise getaway off the
coast of Australia.
An invitation is visible beneath three envelopes,
creating interest ‘reading through’ each ‘paper’
layer.

Packaging Design
A prototype packaging design was created in
Illustrator from a template for Eskimo Pie Ice Cream
featuring an upscale brand name product.
Marketing research and target consumer
analysis were conducted to introduce the new
product successfully.
Box colors, look and package ‘feel’ were
important factors for the product design.
A product brand logo and product line logo
were created for the Eskimo Pie Corporation.

Completed Packaging

Incorporated Logos

Packaging Design
®

An prototype Italian Biscotti package design
was created using the Photoshop program.
A gradient background was created to produce
a ‘faux’ look marbleized stain glass appearance.
Text and graphic images were added as well as a
stand-alone swing gift card using a double reversed
coffee cup image.
All digital photography was produced on site
at a local Starbucks’ products.
DISCLAIMER: No attempt to infringe on Starbucks® copyright
was intended and no copies of the logo may be made at any time.
Sincere thanks to Starbucks® for their assistance with staging for
photography.

Brochure Design
A prototype brochure for A.C.T. (American
Conservatory Theatre), for ‘The Wiz’ was produced
as a tri-fold using the Photoshop program.
The page was produced as a theatre program
guide and mailer.
The background was created with gradients
using the pen tool simulating a ‘vortex’ twister for
the characters and house.

Brochure Design
A prototype for an 11” x 17” brochure was
designed in InDesign to provide information for
Signature Cruise Lines ‘Agean Discovery’ series
tours. A logo was also developed.
The brochure was produced as a five panel
fold with perforations for tear out coupons, and
die-cut fold-up waves covering a miniature diecut
Signature cruise liner.

Brochure Design
A double sided 11”x 17” brochure was
designed in Indesign as a newsletter and mailer
for a Christmas food magazine entitled ‘Epicurious
Traditions’.
The mailer features recipes, decorating ideas
and holiday memory movie reviews.
There were very few adjustments required
from the original comp to the finished brochure.
The ribbon was drawn using gradients directly in
InDesign.

Story Boarding
“Duck Surprise!”was rendered in Illustrator using
images that were gray scaled and manipulated in
Photoshop.
The story board depicts an unsuspecting duck
calmly floating across the fountain bowl in frame
one, becoming ‘blown out’ of the water in frame
four, by a fountain jet ‘surprise’. A yellow spot
color was used to accent areas creating visual
interest, drawing attention to the story and mood
of the duck.

Logos & Collateral
The “Livermore Pregnancy Resource Center”
logo was designed for a non-profit organization.
The logo was produced in Illustrator in a CMYK and
PMS color format.
Various file formats were created for
applications, including web. Stationary collateral
including business cards, letterhead and envelopes
were also created.
The logo embodies several symbolic
representations of the Christian faith and
incorporates client requirements for images
depicting this criteria for the design.

Logos & Collateral
A fictitious brand and product line name were
created to illustrate branding and identity:

®

Eskimo Ice Cream Company required the creation
of a prototype package and logo design for a new
line of super premium ice cream. A decision was
made to produce two logos appropriate for the
target market. The logo colors, line and style were
chosen for product brand identity. Warm creams
and browns accented the simple L’avella logo with
gold to suggest a high end product.
The logo reflects the main product line of
ice cream sandwich. The European Cafe’ logo
incorporates a colorful palette to suggest several
product line ice cream flavors, and the impression
that buying this ice cream is superior to the
competitors’ product.
For viewing additional label designs, please
refer to the section “Label Design”.

Posters & Jackets
A fictitious 16” x 20” medical poster was created
in Photoshop to hi-lite pacemakers and the positive
effects the devices have for their patients.
The piece required consultation with a physician
proving very useful for accurate representation of
product for the target market.

Posters & Jackets
A fictitious 11” x 17” poster was created in
Photoshop for Bent Creek Wines. The Illustrator
labels (See labels) were added using an ‘arc’ filter
effect, giving the illusion of curving on the bottles.
The bottles were also drawn in Illustrator. The
Bent Creek Wine Logo and a simple tag line “Enjoy
a window of opportunity” have been added to catch
attention.
A companion cream colored T-shirt was also
produced incorporating the magazine poster ad.
The poster reproduced crisply on all collateral at
various sizes.
Please see “Label Design” Section for project
continuation of collateral.

Posters & Jackets
A fictitious book jacket design was produced
for “Brave New world”.
The piece was produced in Photoshop using
clipping masks, warps, emboss and other filter
effects.
Many thanks to my friends and associates for their generosity
of complimentary portraiture studio sessions.

Advertising
The following collection illustrate various
advertising design pieces for magazine, postcard or
flyers for food and beverage company advertising.

Advertising
Half page magazine advertisement for a
Photographic and Injection Diesel Company were
created for the 2008 Annual Livermore Rodeo
Handbook.

Advertising
A full page magazine advertisement honoring
the life of Lois Mulqueenehy Walker was created
in Illustrator and appeared in the 2008 Livermore
Rodeo Handbook. The background was created in
Photoshop to resemble parchment paper, saving
the client additional expense for background
image purchase.

Business Cards
Examples of
business cards created in
Illustrator and Photoshop for a Realty professional
and a private Dressage instructor.
The Duran card had existing artwork needing
additional work to improve its look and appeal for
her clients.

Label Design
Two of four label designs: Featuring long bottle labels
Four diecut label prototypes for the Bent
Creek Winery were created in Illustrator. Each label
accommodated the bottle length and varietal.
A logo design was developed in parallel
and included on the bottles and accompanying
collateral.
Burgundy colors were used more extensively
on the wines with a red grape base, in the Zinfandel
and Cabernets.
The label die cut incorporates a ‘creek’ shape
running between the logo name and labels center.
There is a great deal of flexibility in the design of
these labels. Three separate die cuts may be used to
incorporate date,variety and winery name featuring
a watercolor painting. An water color painting of
the winery was created and incorporated in the
label to showcase the family vineyard.
Consideration for the winery’s expansion was
also taken into consideration. The lower diecut
segment doubles as an outline of a piano with a
keyboard for special bottling editions including
concerts or music venues.

Calendar
Label Design
Series
Two of four label designs: Featuring shorter bottle labels
The top die cut may be omitted and integrity of
the label remains in tact. The bottom die cut may
later be converted to a ‘piano’ shape should the
winery decide to include a bottle to commemorate
a concert series.
This is a multi-faceted, flexible design that is
easily able to grow and adapt with the business
and budgetary requirements.

Calendar
Stamp Designs
Series
Fictitious “Endangered Frog Stamps” was
created in Illustrator. The stamps were designed
to commemorate and raise awareness of many
endangered species around the world. They were
produced as part of a global endangered species
series.
A cover was created in Illustrator to house the
self-adhesive stamps. A continuation of the series
would feature different countries with various
endangered species.
A great deal of research was committed to
illustrating and accurately representing these tiny
creatures.

Web Design/Flash
A Flash banner design was created for the
Posada Catering Company. A series of three photos
advertising Mr. Posada’s Latin Fusion Cuisine were
introduced with a tag line entering from right to
left. The flash was created using two scenes with
one complete image repeat.
The banner required precise cropping of high
resolution images to create product interest. Each
food image is timed to fade away revealing a
new menu order item. Photoshop image editing
created a duplicate maroon ‘plate edge’ for the
sake of image consistency.
You may view the live site at :
http://www.posadacatering.com/
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Web Design/Flash
Torres index page

Flash jukebox

A site was designed and developed using CSS
for Benny Torres Music. It includes a Flash juke
box with records flying into the machine when a
selection is ‘clicked’. Selections may be ‘ejected’ to
stop record play. A web page also includes MP3
samples of client’s music.
The site consists of eleven CSS pages and
one photo gallery page using tables with enlarged
pop-up images.
The site also features an easy left navigation
bar with special emphasis on important client
information represented as icons in the footer.
A classic color palette of black, white and gold
were selected.

